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Overview

Test RICH online monitoring and data-quality procedures 
in FEST setup

Readiness for data-taking
Speed
Running in online environment, ...
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Online DQ

Two separate monitoring tasks for RICH stand-alone
Task 1: low- level monitoring

Integrity of data banks, hit-maps, #hits, etc
After speed optimisation:
➥ ~100% of events processed

Task 2:
Stand-alone (trackless) ring finding
Switched from Markov-Chain based approach to 
Elastic Neural Network
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Elastic NN
Solution to Travelling Salesman problem

Imagine rubber-band with knots:
 knots are the cities, the rubber band automatically 
gives the shortest route.

For ring-finding:
Restrict minimised energy function to rings
Used successfully at CBM Experiment (GSI, Germany)
Take code from technical note

CBM-SOFT-note-2005-002
More details in future RICH s/w meeting
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Figure 1: Example of the progress of the elastic net method in the traveling salesman problem
with 100 cities [2]

to i and 0 otherwise. The following energy expression is to be minimized in a valid tour:
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The multiplier " governs the relative strength between matching and tour length. Applying
the mean field approximation [3] one can derive the dynamical equation:
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where continuous neurons via describe matching of a to i:
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Here the “temperature” T is decreasing at each update of templates !ya, and # is the parameter
controlling the minimization speed.

The algorithm is thus a procedure for the successive recalculation of the positions of a number
of points of the plane in which the cities lie. The points describe a closed path which is initially
a small circle centered on the middle of the distribution of cities and is gradually elongated
non-uniformly to eventually pass near all the cities and thus define a tour around them,
see Fig. 1 (for details see the original paper [2]). Each point on the path moves under the
influence of two types of force (see Eq. 2):

1. the first moves it towards those cities to which it is nearest;

2. the second pulls it towards its neighbors on the path, acting to minimize the total path
length.

By this process, each city becomes associated with a particular section on the path. The
tightness of the association is determined by how the force contributed from a city depends
on its distance, and the nature of this dependence changes as the algorithm progresses.
Initially all cities have roughly equal influence on each point of the path. Subsequently a
larger distance becomes less favored and each city gradually gets more influenced on the
points on the path closest to it.

The elastic net algorithm produces tours of the same quality as other well known heuristic
algorithms [11].
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CBM-SOFT-note-2005-002
I3HP-FutureDAQ-note-2005-003

22 September 2005
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Elastic NN
Implemented in RICH online monitoring

Considerably faster than Markov-Chain based approach 
(~15% of events processed)
Both for Rich1 and Rich2
Used to find isolated rings
Plots taken from one SaveSet 
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Alignment Monitoring
Monitoring histograms integrated in Brunel
➥ both online and offline
Fit used in online monitoring implemented in OMALib

Any deviation from straight line indicates mis-
alignment

Histograms seen online using onlineBrunel in IP8
➥ need top-level adder to trigger OMALib analysis and 
alerts
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PID Monitoring
Use dedicated exclusive decays to monitor PID performance
➥ Particle type can be inferred from kinematics

J/ψ → μμ
Λ → pπ
D* → Dπ
ϕ → KK (ϕ from Ds)
Ks → ππ

E.g. ϕ mass peak after cuts:
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PID Monitoring

Selections integrated into monitoring code
for Online: Need something like “onlineDavinci” or 
onlineBrunel + PHYS
for Offline: Should be part of current DQ monitoring 
using Express Stream / Grid reconstruction, etc.

Automated alerts being investigated
Fit PID performance vs p(t)
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Summary

FEST weeks very successful and useful to develop and 
tune monitoring

Most RICH online monitoring / data-quality code ready 
for first beam.

Some missing bits in the infrastructure
Adders / Savers to trigger OMALib analysis
Online version of DaVinci for PID monitoring
Some fine-tuning needed to get jobs on Calibration 
farm running
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